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keygen.exeHOUSTON – A Baytown man is accused of stealing $500,000 worth of parts from a $1.4 billion Army weapons system. The Texas Department of
Public Safety announced Thursday that 30-year-old Mark Whitfield Werner of Baytown was charged with theft of property of $200,000 or more. According to
the indictment, on Nov. 15, 2012, Werner was authorized to pick up a shipment of 7,000 steel parts of the M16 (A1) upper receiver assembly (M16A1) and
3,000 M249 shell extractors (M249) from Hunter Army Airfield in Savannah, Ga. DPS said Werner brought the items to Houston then sold them to an
unidentified buyer, but the parts were not traced to the original owner. According to an affidavit, Werner sold the parts to an individual who returned the
items to Hunter. He was taken into custody in Houston on Wednesday, records show. Werner was released on a $100,000 bond on Thursday.Mobile phone
users seem oblivious to the risk they are exposing themselves to by swiping their phone while driving, as the majority of apps run on the Android platform are
associated with the death of a cyclist or pedestrian. According to a study by the UK’s Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA), Android OS apps contain
the most number of errors that could put the driver's safety at risk. “A driver’s must keep their eyes and hands on the road at all times, and being distracted
by their smartphone can be the worst driving offence,” said a DVLA spokesperson in a statement. “Drivers could be prosecuted by the DVLA if they cause
even the most minor distraction.” He continued: “That’s why the DVLA is urging drivers to make sure they have an app which does not distract them, or one
that provides helpful information to them on the road.” The study considered traffic-related apps that supported the operation and features of the Android
operating system, with criteria outlined by Google. These apps included mapping and navigation services, social media apps, messaging tools, currency
converters, voice apps, e-wallet, games and weather apps. Next up: 'First driver in history' accused of inadvertently ploughing into 18 cyclists “Drivers must
take care to avoid disturbing
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